ORBCOMM WINS TWO IOT EVOLUTION PRODUCT OF THE
YEAR AWARDS
Recognizes ORBCOMM’s technology leadership and expertise in enabling IoT solutions
Rochelle Park, NJ, June 4, 2015 –ORBCOMM Inc. (Nasdaq: ORBC), a leading global provider of
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) solutions, today announced that it has been named a winner of two
Internet of Things (IoT) Evolution Product of the Year Awards for the ORBCOMM GT 1000 and
the SkyWave IDP-782 by TMC, a global, integrated media company. The TMC award honors the
best systems and solutions in IoT technology that are delivering on the promise of gathering
information regardless of proximity.
ORBCOMM’s GT 1000 is a high-performance electronic bolt seal targeted for theft prevention and
recovery as well as virtual warehouse and in-transit visibility applications for intermodal containers.
Co-developed with the world’s largest seal company, Tyden Brooks, the GT 1000 is a cost-effective
cargo tracking, security and condition monitoring device that enables asset positioning through
GSM cellular communications, ZigBee and assisted GPS technologies. The bolt and locking cap
provide a secure container lock and reliably detect cut or removal in real-time for maximum
security. By utilizing a security padlock in lieu of a locking cap, the GT 1000’s bolt can be used
repeatedly. The GT 1000 communicates with a robust web application that features security, supply
chain automation, management overview via dashboards, precise measurement against performance
metrics, and the ability to detect and correct supply chain anomalies in real time, significantly
improving asset visibility, theft prevention and operational efficiency.
The SkyWave IDP-782 provides fleet managers with a single, cost-effective device for both cellular
and satellite network coverage so they can stay connected to assets, sensors and people. The dualmode IDP-782 provides both configurable out-of-the-box software for quick deployments and
flexible architecture that supports the development of custom applications for more complex
solutions. In addition, the SkyWave IDP-782 features an optional 2.5 hour backup battery option to
send GPS and other information when no vehicle power is available.
“We are honored to receive two Product of the Year Awards from TMC for the ORBCOMM GT
1000 and the SkyWave IDP-782, which set the standard for asset tracking, monitoring and security
solutions across a diversity of markets,” said Christian Allred, ORBCOMM’s Senior Vice President
and General Manager of Enterprise Solutions. “ORBCOMM will continue to drive innovation and
excellence in M2M and IoT technology by developing new products and services that allow our
customers to have complete command and control of their assets and processes anywhere in the
world.”
ORBCOMM and the other recipients of the 2015 IoT Evolution Product of the Year Award will be
published in the second quarter edition of IoT Evolution magazine.

About ORBCOMM Inc.
ORBCOMM Inc. (Nasdaq: ORBC) is a leading global provider of Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
communication solutions and the only commercial satellite network dedicated to M2M.
ORBCOMM’s unique combination of global satellite, cellular and dual-mode network connectivity,
hardware, web reporting applications and software is the M2M industry’s most complete service
offering. Our solutions are designed to remotely track, monitor, and control fixed and mobile assets
in core vertical markets including transportation & distribution, heavy equipment, industrial fixed
assets, oil & gas, maritime, mining and government.
With nearly 20 years of innovation and expertise in M2M, ORBCOMM has more than 1.2 million
subscribers with a diverse customer base including premier OEMs such as Caterpillar Inc., Doosan
Infracore America, Hitachi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd., John Deere, Komatsu Ltd., and
Volvo Construction Equipment, as well as end-to-end solutions customers such as C&S Wholesale,
Canadian National Railways, CR England, Hub Group, J.B. Hunt, Marten Transport, Swift
Transportation, Target, Tropicana, and Tyson Foods. For more information, visit
www.orbcomm.com.
About TMC
TMC is a global, integrated media company that supports clients' goals by building communities in
print, online, and face to face. TMC publishes multiple magazines including Cloud Computing, IoT
Evolution, Customer, and Internet Telephony. IoTevolutionworld is the leading source of news and
articles for the communications and technology industries, and is read by as many as 1.5 million
unique visitors monthly. TMC produces a variety of trade events, including ITEXPO, the world's
leading business technology event, as well as industry events: Asterisk World; AstriCon;
ChannelVision (CVx) Expo; Customer Experience (CX) Hot Trends Symposium; DevCon5 HTML5 & Mobile App Developer Conference; IoT Evolution Conference & Expo; SmartVoice
Conference; Software Telco Congress; Super Wi-Fi Summit - The Global Spectrum Sharing and
TV White Space Event; SIP Trunking, Unified Communications & WebRTC Seminars; Wearable
Tech Conference & Expo; Fitness and Sports Wearable Technology (FAST) Expo, WebRTC
Conference & Expo; and more. For more information about TMC, visit www.tmcnet.com.
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements discussed in this press release constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements generally relate to our plans,
objectives and expectations for future events and include statements about our expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives,
intentions, assumptions and other statements that are not historical facts. Such forward-looking statements, including
those concerning the Company’s expectations, are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which could
cause actual results to differ materially from the results, projected, expected or implied by the forward-looking
statements, some of which are beyond the Company’s control, that may cause the Company’s actual results,
performance or achievements, or industry results, to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. In addition, specific consideration should be
given to various factors described in Part I, Item 1A. “Risk Factors” and Part II, Item 7. “Management’s Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations,” and elsewhere in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the
year ended December 31, 2014, and other documents, on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The

Company undertakes no obligation to publicly revise any forward-looking statements or cautionary factors, except as
required by law.
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